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       ...there was no such thing as curses. People make and break their own
fortunes -they are the masters of their own fate. 
~Ally Carter

Zach,â€• I said as I lay there â€œWhere did you go? When you were
looking for me?â€• I shifted in his arms, looked into his eyes.
â€œCrazy.â€• His voice was a whisper against my skin. â€œI went
crazy. 
~Ally Carter

I'd Tell You I Love You, But Then I'd Have to Kill You 
~Ally Carter

Tell me or I'll yell for Mr. and Mrs. Baxter, and you can find out how bex
became bex 
~Ally Carter

...maybe it's only fitting that relationship that started with a lie would end
with one. 
~Ally Carter

Did you hear that? I'm special. 
~Ally Carter

you're the gallagher girl. figure it out."- zach 
~Ally Carter

You look disappointed to see me, Zach," Macey teased. "Don't you like
my jacket? 
~Ally Carter

I didn't know there were this many math guys," Hale said as they
stepped onto the crowded concourse. Kat cleared her throat. "And
women," he added. "Math women. 
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~Ally Carter

Not knowing you can't do something, is sometimes all it takes to do it. 
~Ally Carter

And that's how the Peacock saved the Chameleon 
~Ally Carter

Waffles. Im craving waffles." Bex rolled onto her side. "Tell your waffles
hi for me. 
~Ally Carter

What is a Gallagher Girl? She's a genius, a scientist, a heroine, a spy...
a Gallagher Girl is whatever she wants to be. 
~Ally Carter

Tell me Cameron Ann Morgan, what do you want to be when you grow
up?... Alive 
~Ally Carter

You should have had the decency to die when you needed to."
â€œSorry,â€• I admitted. â€œI've been going through a bit of a
rebellious streak. I swear it's almost over. 
~Ally Carter

She'd absolutely adored the library_an entire building where anyone
could take things they didn't own and feel no remorse about it. 
~Ally Carter

The older I got, the smarter my teachers became. 
~Ally Carter

It is an occupational hazard that anyone who has spent her life learning
how to lie eventually becomes bad at telling the truth. 
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~Ally Carter

Because sometimes not liking someone is easier. 
~Ally Carter

Sometimes you forgive people simply becuase you still want them in
your life. 
~Ally Carter

Because even though the truth can set you free, that doesn't mean it
won't be painful. 
~Ally Carter

Ooh, the silent treatment. 
~Ally Carter

Don't let two men fall in love with you, girls. It's not the sort of thing that
ends well." -Uncle Charles 
~Ally Carter

...nothing ever happens quickly (except when it does). Nothing is ever,
ever easy (except when it is). And, most of all, nothing ever goes
perfectly according to plan (except in the movies). 
~Ally Carter

It was epic. It was awkward. It was epically awkward. 
~Ally Carter

I mean she's Cleopatra... shouldn't she and Antony have known better?
They were so different..." "Variety is the spice of life" "And from a
thousand miles apart" "Absence makes the heart grow fonder 
~Ally Carter

Sometimes it takes an outsider, someone with fresh eyes to see the
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truth. 
~Ally Carter

It was so rare to find someone who was both so young and so wise,
both so fresh and so jaded. 
~Ally Carter

Like many authors, I caught the writing bug during my teenage years. I
don't remember the exact day or year, but I remember that reading S.E.
Hinton's 'The Outsiders' sparked my interest in writing. 
~Ally Carter

You cannot con an honest man. 
~Ally Carter

the only way Bex would miss this would be if she were unconscious.
And tied up. And in a concrete bunker. In Siberia. 
~Ally Carter

So I stepped away, reminding myself that when you're a spy,
sometimes all you can do is go on. One foot in front of the other,
wherever the narrow path might lead. 
~Ally Carter

Hey anyone who thinks a non-military-grade rappelling cable can
support the weight of two grown men and a miniature donkey deserves
to fall off a cliff. 
~Ally Carter

The time for crying with your girlfriends about a broken heart is over
chocolate ice cream and chick flicksâ€”not stun guns and bulletproof
vests. 
~Ally Carter
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Another door swung open, and another guard appeared, this time with
Gabrielle, who wore a black catsuit and rappelling harness. 
~Ally Carter

Either we're a team or we aren't. Either you trust me or you don't. 
~Ally Carter

Every decent con man knows that the simplest truth is more powerful
than even the most elaborate lie. 
~Ally Carter

You know, Ms. Morgan, that was your mother you just hammered," Mr.
Solomon said. 
~Ally Carter

I needed to see you. And touch you. And just... know 
~Ally Carter

And I remembered with a pang what had happened to me the previous
summer - that even Gallagher Girls aren't always as strong as they
need to be. 
~Ally Carter

Hello, Gallagher Girl --Zack 
~Ally Carter

Listen to me." He grabbed my arms, holding me there. " I couldn't find
you. And I will never forgive myself for that. Ever. 
~Ally Carter

Time, the greatest thief of all. 
~Ally Carter

I tell you, I'm half tempted to break into CIA custody just so I can break
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Joe Solomon out of CIA custody just so I can break Joe Solomon. 
~Ally Carter

Just so you know Gallagher Girl,' he whispered softly, 'I'm going to kiss
you now. 
~Ally Carter

I could have lied. I could have fought. But desperate times call for
desperate measures, so I took a chance and called upon a Gallagher
Girl's weapon of last resort. I flirted 
~Ally Carter

A Gallagher Girl's real grades don't come in pass or failâ€”they're
measured in life or death. 
~Ally Carter

Tell me Zach.â€• I don't know if it was the wind or the adrenaline, but I
shivered. â€œAnd don't lie to me. 
~Ally Carter

Gabrielle was insulted and didn't even bother to hide it. 'Oh, and I
suppose you think your dad was alone when he free-climbed the Kyoto
Banking Tower on a windy day last September. 
~Ally Carter

'Tell Suzie she's a lucky cat.' Have sexier words ever been spoken? 
~Ally Carter

Denying the undeniable just makes you sound like a fool as well as a
liar. 
~Ally Carter

The older generation sat looking at the younger, and Kat wondered
exactly when and how the baton had been passed. She wanted to
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know if it was too late to give it back. 
~Ally Carter

Do you know what pain is, Cammie? It's the body's physical response
to imminent harm. It is the mind's way of telling us to move our hand off
the stove or let go of the broken glass. 
~Ally Carter

First time it's a stranger. Second time its just a coincidence. Third time
it's a tail 
~Ally Carter

So you just...left?' Zach huffed. 'All the cool kids are doing it. 
~Ally Carter

Sometimes people runâ€¦ to see if you'll come after them 
~Ally Carter

But the downside of being con artist is that it very hard to con. Even if
the lies you tell are to yourself. 
~Ally Carter

So the quesiton is," Bex said slowly,"How far are you willing to go?" I
looked at my three best friends in the world. "How far is there? 
~Ally Carter

You're girls!' he shouted as if the fact had totally eluded him until then. 
~Ally Carter

Hiding is for amateurs. 
~Ally Carter

And I didn't choose it, Kat. I chose you. 
~Ally Carter
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"Good for him," Hale said. And then he stopped. There were four other
people in the room, but Hale only looked at Kat, and something in his
gaze burned her, froze her, made her want to run. 
~Ally Carter

If you can be still enough and common enough, then it's really easy to
be invisible. 
~Ally Carter

Kat had been picking things up since her third birthday, when Hamish
and Angus's father took them all to the circus because he needed to
"borrow" an elephant. 
~Ally Carter

Hamish's right arm was around Angus's waist as the two of them
tangoed past. 
~Ally Carter

Across the room, Hale smiled slightly. 'We can draw you a diagram if
you need it.' 'No thanks,' Nick said. 'I think I've got everyone but you. 
~Ally Carter

I sprung you because I've got a message for you" "doesn't your family
own a cell phone company?" "only a little one 
~Ally Carter

Your memory is your first and best weapon, ladies. Learn to use it. 
~Ally Carter

Kat didn't know what to say. It's good to see you too? Thanks for
getting me kicked out? Is it possible you've gotten even hotter? I think I
might have missed you? 
~Ally Carter
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Even the best thief in the world can't steal time. 
~Ally Carter

Sometimes the biggest lies we tell are to ourselves. 
~Ally Carter

It's the people you hold closest who have the most power to make you
bleed. 
~Ally Carter

Cammie: I never knew there were this many stars. Zach: I can't see
them. I just see you. 
~Ally Carter

Pain seared through me again-a hot, burning stab in my gut-and yet my
body found strength I didn't know I had, correcting as I fell. 
~Ally Carter

"No," Preston snapped. But he didn't protest long because, if I'm going
to be honest - which is kind of the point of these reports - I was already
unzipping his pants. 
~Ally Carter

Like Cammie is fine," Macey said, then glanced at me. "No offense."
"None taken," I said. "I think. 
~Ally Carter

But the heaviest things, I think, are the secrets. They can drown you if
you let them. 
~Ally Carter

Pretend and it will be true. 
~Ally Carter
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There are some secrets we keep because we can't bear to let them out
and some because it's better to keep them in. 
~Ally Carter

You know, it's okay to admit a little weakness now and then, Cammie. It
won't kill you. In fact, I hear it makes you stronger. 
~Ally Carter

Time. I would have gone somewhere to buy time. 
~Ally Carter

Listen to me, Cammie. There are things in this lifeâ€¦in this
worldâ€¦There are things that you don't want to remember.â€• - Rachel
Morgan 
~Ally Carter

The Bagshaws? They didn't know she was a nun! 
~Ally Carter

For all the days of our lives," we finished and I felt a little like a
character in one of my grandma's soap operas. 
~Ally Carter

Ooh..I want one" - Bex They're not puppies." -Cammie 
~Ally Carter

Eventually, we all end up alone. 
~Ally Carter

He's a boy, Kat. I hate to break it to you, but we are fundamentally
different. 
~Ally Carter

If you don't mind me saying, Mr. Hale. She's a keeper." He pointed in
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Kat's direction. 
~Ally Carter

rules exist for a reason. Rules exist because when people don't follow
them, people get hurt. 
~Ally Carter

And as every spy knows, common enemies are how allies always
begin. 
~Ally Carter

That wasn't your mom in youâ€”that was your dad. 
~Ally Carter

So... I take it that's the man in your life. 
~Ally Carter

Because death is the only thing that could have ever kept him from you.

~Ally Carter

But I should have known that it doesn't take that long for change to
happen - it takes a second. 
~Ally Carter

You should stop and listen to yourselves sometimes. 'We're practically
adults, let us run wild.' 'We're only kids, leave us alone.'...You can't
have it both ways. 
~Ally Carter

Give me everything you have," I told [Preston]. "Really, Cammie. I
never knew you thought of me that way. 
~Ally Carter
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Your test had cheese meteor questions?" - Bex to Liz. 
~Ally Carter

tonight it taco night" -rachel (cam's mom) 
~Ally Carter

Turns out, you can take the girl out of the spy school, but you can never
take the spy school out of the girl. 
~Ally Carter

Despite popular belief, hitting someone with a closed fist actually hurts
the hitter almost as much as the hittee. 
~Ally Carter
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